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Abstract: With the rapid development of intelligent mobile communication technology, the num
ber of mobile services and the number of mobile users are both continuously increasing. So, the
services used by a user can only account for a very small proportion of the existing services,
which results in a sparse userservice quality of service (QoS) matrix. However, QoS is critical
for service selection and service recommendation. Therefore, predicting the unknown values of
the sparse QoS matrix is essential. However, due to the sparsity of QoS data, the QoS predic
tion accuracy is difficult to improve. Faced with the problem, this paper intends to utilize the
outstanding generalization ability and only support vectors dependent property of support vector
regression (SVR) to overcome the difficulty brought by the sparsity of data and predict the un
known QoS more accurately. Moreover, it is evident that in the mobile environment, QoS values
are closely related to the locations of the invoking users. Therefore, this paper intends to improve
the accuracy of QoS prediction by incorporating not only the information of similar users but also
the information of nearby users into feature vectors. On the other hand, the known QoS values of
nearby users can be used to roughly estimate the unknown QoS values of the coldstart user, so as
to alleviate the coldstart problem to some extent. Thus, a locationaware SVRbased method for
QoS prediction (SVR4QP) is proposed. Compared with some classical QoS prediction algorithms,
the experimental results show that in 1/3 of the cases, SVR4QP is moderate; in 1/6 of the cases,
SVR4QP is suboptimal; and in half of the cases, SVR4QP is optimal. Compared with some novel
mobile QoS prediction methods, the experimental results show that in 1/4 of the cases, SVR4QP
is moderate; in half of the cases, SVR4QP is suboptimal; and in 1/4 of the cases, SVR4QP is op
timal. All these indicate that SVR4QP has comparatively more accurate mobile QoS prediction.
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1 Introduction

With the development ofmobile communication,mobile applications have becomemore
and more popular. Nowadays, users can use smartphones or other mobile terminal de
vices to access mobile services anytime, anywhere [Dinh et al. 2013]. Furthermore, the
number of devices with service delivery capability is continuously increasing, which
indicates that the number of mobile services will be more than that of Web services
[Deng et al. 2018]. Moreover, compared with the number of total services, the number
of services a user may use is far smaller. Hence for a user, the QoS(quality of service)
of most services is unknown. In service selection and service recommendation, QoS
prediction plays an important role in providing users with services that can adequately
satisfy their QoS requirements. However, in the mobile environment, the network sig
nals differ in different locations. So the QoS experience of a user may be different when
invoking the same service at various locations. All these make QoS prediction in the
mobile environment meaningful and challenging.

Many research efforts have been devoted to QoS prediction in the mobile envi
ronment. The existing studies are mainly CF(collaborative filtering)based, which can
roughly be divided into memorybased and modelbased. For example, Wang et al. in
[Wang et al. 2017] use a memorybased method, Li et al. in [Li et al. 2019] and Chen
et al. in [Chen et al. 2020] both use a modelbased method, namely matrix factoriza
tion(MF). Although CFbased mobile QoS prediction methods have become dominant,
some defects are exposed. For the memorybased methods, QoS values of similar users
and similar services are essential for prediction. However, the newcomers have no his
torical QoS record, so their similar individuals could not be found, i.e., the socalled
coldstart problem. In addition, for modelbased methods, particularly, the MFbased
and tensor factorization (TF)based method, in order to make the prediction for an un
known QoS value, which needs to fill all the unknown values in the sparse userservice
QoS matrix. But, in practice, the userservice QoS matrix is extremely sparse and mas
sive. Hence, MFbased methods are prone to suffer from dimensional disasters.

Due to the fact that the QoS to be predicted are continuous values, QoS prediction
problems can essentially be regarded as machine learning regression problems. Addi
tionally, QoS values are not independent of each other, hence, QoS prediction problems
are suitable to bemodeled as support vector regression (SVR)models [Zhou 2016]. SVR
is a regression learner that has outstanding generalization ability, so it is expected that
the learned model will have more accurate predictions. Moreover, SVM can learn only
based on a few key samples known as support vectors. Hence, the dimension disaster
brought by the huge number of users and services may often be avoided. Furthermore,
because of the locationsensitive characteristics of mobile service QoS, nearby individ
uals may have similar QoS, so this paper introduces the location information of both
users and services into the QoS prediction model. Thus, this paper considers not only
the similar information between users but also the location information of users and ser
vices, in an effort to get more accurate QoS prediction. In addition, for the new users and
services who have no historical QoS data, their similar individuals could not be found,
which brings the coldstart problem to the similaritybased CFmethods. However, based
on the location sensitivity of mobile QoS, this paper thinks nearby users may receive
similar strength of network signal, so they are likely to have similar QoS experiences.
Therefore, according to the location of the coldstart user, his/her nearby users can be
found. Thus, we can utilize nearby users’ historical QoS data to predict the QoS values
for the coldstart users, so as to alleviate the coldstart problem to some extent. Conse
quently, this paper aims at a more effective and more accurate mobile QoS prediction
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learner noted by SVR4QP (SVR for QoS prediction). The contributions of this paper
are summarized as follows.

– The mobile internet is an open environment, users and services are diverse, which
poses challenges to QoS prediction. Fortunately, the base learner of SVR4QR, i.e.
SVR, has outstanding generalization ability, which makes SVR4QPmore adaptable
to the diversity of users and services.

– SVR can learn only depending on the support vectors, whose numbers are far less
than the overall samples. Hence, it can avoid the dimension disaster brought by
numerous users and services, which makes SVR4QP a more effective model.

– In mobile environments, users with close geographical locations commonly receive
similar strength of network signal, often indicating similar QoS. Hence, SVR4QP
introduces the location information to feature vectors, which allows SVR4QP to
better adapt to the locationsensitive characteristic of QoS values in mobile envi
ronments, to make more accurate mobile QoS predictions.

– The mobile internet constantly attracts new users and services, so coldstart prob
lems are common. Based on nearby users having similar QoS experiences, SVR4QP
finds nearby users or nearby services for coldstart individuals and uses the known
QoS values of nearby users or services to roughly estimate the QoS of coldstart
individuals, so as to alleviate the coldstart problem.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the
background knowledge of SVR4QP, including the CF algorithms and the SVR model.
Section 3 presents the SVR4QP model, including feature vector extraction, model train
ing, and SVR4QP algorithm. Section 4 describes the experimental results and discussion.
Section 5 overviews the related work, and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminary

In this section, the background of SVR4QP, including the fundamental of CF and the
mechanism of SVM, are briefly introduced.

2.1 Fundamentals of CF

CF has become a chief technology in the recommendation field and is widely used in
ecommerce recommendation systems. CF is a recommendation algorithm based on the
prediction of users’ ratings of services, which is mainly grouped into memorybased CF
and modelbased CF.

According to the historical rating data, memorybased CF calculates the similarity
between users and between items at first and then predicts the active user’s rating of
the active item based on the active user’s historical ratings of the similar items of the
active item and the historical ratings of the active user’s similar users of the active item.
It can be seen that the measurement of similarity is the critical step of the memory
based CF algorithm [Manochandar and Punniyamoorthy 2020]. The most commonly
used similarity measures include the Pearson correlation coefficient, Euclidean distance,
and cosine similarity.

Based on the historical rating data, modelbased CF trains a model that can learn
the active user’s potential preference pattern and then uses the model to predict the
active user’s rating of the active item. The commonly used models mainly include ma
trix factorizationbased model [Yang et al. 2021], tensor factorizationbased [Neira et al.
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2021], and SVMbased models [Ren and Wang 2018], deep neural networks[Yu et al.
2022], etc.

Commonly, CF considers users’ historical behaviors and takes advantage of group
intelligence, so the recommendation is highly personalized. SVR4QP proposed in this
paper is also CFbased, and more specifically, SVR4QP is a modelbased CF prediction
method. In particular, this paper pays more attention to the location information of users
and services, so it is more suitable for mobile computing environments.

2.2 Mechanism of SVR
SVM can be used not only for classification but also for regression, and the SVM used
for regression is called SVR. The purpose of regression is to obtain a regression hyper
plane f(x) which fits the training set samples as well as possible. Commonly, a loss
function is constructed to measure the difference between the predicted values and the
sample labels. And, the model f(x) can be determined by minimizing the loss func
tion. SVR sets a margin along the regression hyperplane f(x) with a spacing ε, and the
samples falling into the margin are considered correct, so their loss is neglected. An
illustration of the linear regression support vector machine is shown in Fig. 1, where
f(x) = wTx+ b is the regression hyperplane of the regression model.

x

y

Support  vector

f(x)=wTx+b



Figure 1: An illustration of SVR.

Traditional regression methods consider the prediction results correct if and only if
f(xi) is exactly equal to yi. However, SVR thinks the prediction results are accurate
as long as the difference between f(xi) and yi is not too large. Therefore, SVR can be
formed as the equation (1).

min
w,b

1
2∥w∥

2

s.t. |yi − f(xi)| < ε, ∀i
(1)

Where ε is the threshold for evaluating whether the regression results are correct. More
generally, for nonlinear regression problems, the kernel function can be used to map
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the data from lowdimensional space to highdimensional space, so as to realize linear
regression in highdimensional space.

Because statistical learning theory provides SVMwith a solid theoretical basis, SVR
also shows desirable characteristics in regression. The main advantages of SVR include:
(1) SVR remains effective when the dimension of features is greater than the number of
samples; (2) SVR can avoid falling into localoptimal solutions, and obtain the global
optimal solution in theory, which will ensure high accuracy; (3) SVR can map a nonlin
ear problem to a highdimensional feature space, so as to solve the problem with linear
methods, which will ensure its strong generalization ability. Given these advantages, this
paper intends to use an SVRbased regression model to solve the mobile QoS prediction
problem.

3 Method of SVR4QP

3.1 Problem formulation

As mentioned before, the QoS matrix is sparse. So, the goal of QoS prediction is to
determine the unknown value which helps to infer the QoS that the active user may
experience by invoking the target service. For example, Fig. 2 is a userservice QoS
matrix, denoted by matrix R. Here, for the convenience of explanation, only the first
few rows and columns of matrixRwere taken, and the sparsity is much smaller than the
actual QoS matrix. In this paper, we take the data of response time as the QoS attribute
values, and the other QoS attributes are similar to the response time. In matrix R, a row
represents a user, and a column represents a service. Hence, the element rij represents
the response time of service sj used by user ui. The goal of QoS prediction is to predict
the unknown values according to the existing values in the QoS matrix.

Figure 2: Userservice response time matrix.

In this paper, the QoS prediction problem will be modeled as an SVR i.e. SVR4QP.
Hence, we want to learn a regression hyperplane f(r) = f(ωr⊤ + b) which fits the his
torical QoS data well. Where, r is the feature vector formed by the QoS values of similar
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users and nearby users, which will be illustrated in Section 3.3; ω and b are parameters
of SVR4QP to be learned. If the model is exactly fitted to the data, it often leads to the
problem of overfitting. Hence, in practice, the prediction results are considered accurate
as long as the absolute error between predicted and real values is not too large. There
fore, SVR4QP aims to find the optimal regression hyperplane that satisfies equation (2).

min
w,b

1

2
∥w∥2 + CΣm

i=1lϵ(yi − f(ωr⊤ + b) (2)

Where yi is the known QoS value representing the real value; C > 0 is the penalty
factor, and a greater C means a greater penalty on the regression mistakes. Where lϵ(z)
is an indicative function defined as equation (3).

lϵ(z) =

{
0, if |z| < ε
|z| − ε, otherwise (3)

3.2 Calculation of similarity and distance

The theoretical foundation of CF believes that user u and his similar user v have similar
QoS values for the same service s. Moreover, considering that nearby users are close in
geographic position, who access the mobile internet may be possible through the same
base station, this paper thinks the QoS values of the same service s invoked by user u
and his nearby users are similar. Therefore, the introduction of the QoS of the nearby
users can help to make a more accurate prediction. Therefore, this paper utilizes the
information of similar users and nearby users to predict the unknown QoS values.

As shown in equation (4), in this paper, the Pearson correlation coefficient is used to
measure the similarity between every two users. Where I = Iu

⋂
Iv represents the set

of services invoked by both user u and user v, ru,i represents the QoS value of service
i invoked by user u, and r̄u represents the average QoS value of all services invoked by
user u.

Su,v =

∑
i∈I(ru,i − r̄u)(rv,i − r̄v)√∑

i∈I(ru,i − r̄u)2
√∑

i∈I(rv,i − r̄v)2
(4)

In this paper, the locations of users are used to find the nearby users for an active user.
To determine the proximity relationship, it is necessary to calculate the distance between
users. And the distance between user u and user v can be measured by Euclidean dis
tance, which can be calculated by equation (5). Where lon(·) and lat(·) ∈ (−180, 180]
represent the longitude and latitude of a location, respectively, and c=111261 is a con
stant converting the unit of distance measurement unit to meters.

du,v = c ·
√
(lon(u)− lon(v))2 + (lat(u)− lat(v))2 (5)

3.3 Feature extraction

Consequently, the feature vector can be formed by the information of similar and nearby
individuals. Through an example, the following describes how to extract the feature vec
tors. In the userservice model shown in Fig. 2, suppose u2 is a nearby user of u1; u3

and u4 are similar users of u1; s2 is a nearby service of service s1; s4 is a nearby service
of s3; and s3 is a nearby service of s5. According to the given nearby and similar infor
mation, the known data of user u1 and their corresponding feature vectors are shown in
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Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, ri,j represents the element of userservice QoS matrix on the ith row
and the jth column, i.e. QoS values of service sj invoked by user ui. Thus, to train the
regression model, for the known QoS values, we need to extract their feature vectors.
Such as r1,3 = 0.237, regression value y of (u1, s3), the feature vector is formed by the
QoS values of u1’s nearby user u2 invoking s3, i.e. r2,3, u1’s similar users r3,3 and r4,3
invoking s3, i.e. r3,3 and r4,3, and the information of the nearby user and similar users
invoking service s3’s similar service s4, i.e. r2,4, r3,4 and r4,4. Hence, as shown in Fig.
3, the feature vector of (u1, s3) is (r2,3, r3,3, r4,3, r2,4, r3,4, r4,4).

Figure 3: An example of known data and corresponding feature vectors.

Due to the sparsity of the userservice matrix, the feature vectors extracted are also
sparse, which will lower the accuracy of QoS prediction. In order to overcome the dis
advantage, this paper replaces the unknown values in feature vectors with the weighted
average of the means of the active user’s and active service’s known QoS values. That
is, if ru,s, an element of a feature vector, is unknown, it will be replaced by the average
value calculated by equation (6).

ru,s = w · ū+ (1− w) · s̄ (6)

Where ū and s̄ are the average value of user u’s and service’s s known QoS values,
respectively, and w is the weight allocated to users, which is set to 0.5 in this paper.

As for coldstart users, they do not have historical QoS records, so their similar users
could not be found through historical QoS data. However, the geographical location of a
coldstart user is easy to obtain. Hence, his/her nearby user can be found. Because nearby
users may receive similar strength of network signal, they are likely to have similar QoS
experiences. Therefore, historical QoS data of nearby users can be utilized to make a
rough prediction for the new user. For example, in the userservice model shown in Fig.
2, if a new user, suppose u6, and he/she has nearby users u1 and u2. User u6 wants to
use service s3, the QoS r6,3 can be predicted by equation (7).

r̂6,3 = (r1,3 + r2,3)/2 (7)

In this way, based on the rough QoS predictions, the coldstart user can select the
appropriate services. After invoking some services, QoS records are gradually accumu
lated, and more accurate predictions will be obtained by utilizing the proposed SVR4QP.
Similarly, the QoS of cold start services can be roughly predicted. After some actual QoS
data are accumulated, SVR4QP can be used for more accurate QoS prediction.
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3.4 Model training

After feature extraction, we can obtain the training set of the active user. In practice, too
small ε can not ensure all samples fall into the margin, whereas too large ε will bring
the bias of regression hyperplane caused by some outliers. Hence, SVR4QP allows each
sample to have a relaxation variable ξi, which is used to describe the deviation of the
sample (ri, yi) to the margin. SVR needs not only to maximize the margin but also
to minimize the loss. And, the parameters w and b are determined in the optimization
process. Thus, the regression hyperplane will serve as the solution to the optimization
problem expressed in (8).

min
w,b

1
2∥w∥

2 + C
m∑
i=1

(ξui + ξdi )

s.t. −ε− ξdi ≤ yi − (ω⊤ri + b) ≤ ε+ ξui ,∀i
ξui ≥ 0, ξdi ≥ 0,∀i

(8)

Where ξui and ξdi are the upper bound and the lower bound of the relaxing variable,
respectively.

However, in practice, prediction problems are not necessarily linear. In this case,
a mapping ϕ(xi) is usually adopted to map the sample space to a higher dimensional
space. Then, a kernel function can be used to avoid the inner product operation in high
dimension space in the dual problem of the objective function. Thus, the regression
hyperplane can be expressed as shown in equation (9).

f(x) =

m∑
i=1

αiyik(x, xi) + b (9)

Where,αi is the Lagrangemultiplier corresponding to the support vectorxi; and k(x, xi) =
ϕ(x) · ϕ(xi) is the kernel function.

In this paper, the Gaussian kernel is adopted as the kernel function, the penalty factor
is set as C = 1, and the threshold is set as ε = 1.0.

3.5 Solution to SVR4QP

In order to solve the QoS prediction problem, this paper intends to use a regression
model to learn the potential patterns hidden in the QoS data. In machine learning, the
commonly used regression models include logistic regression, decision tree regression,
support vector regression, etc. Logistic regression models require that the features are
independent of each other. However, the QoS values are interrelated. Thus logistic re
gression models are not applicable. For decision tree regression, in practice, it is almost
impossible to solve a problem effectively with a single regression tree. Therefore, it is
necessary to improve the regression tree with ensemble learning. However, ensemble
learning will bring a large amount of calculation. Therefore, this paper adopts SVR to
learn the potential patterns with historical QoS data.

SVR4QP extracts feature vectors from the QoS historical record first, then trains the
model through an SVR. The main steps of SVR4QP are shown in algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 SVRbased Qos prediction algorithm

Input: Userservice QoS matrix R;
The location of each service (lon(s), lat(s)), and the location of the users at each
invoking (lon(u), lat(u));
The current location of the active user (lon(u), lat(u)).

Output: The predicted QoS values ri,j .
1: According to equation (4), calculate the similarities between the active user and the

other users and find the topk similar users to form the similar user set.
2: According to equation (5), calculate the distances between the active user and the

other users and find the topm closer users to form the neighbor user set.
3: According to equation (5), calculate the distances between the active service and

the other services and find the topn closer services to form the neighbor service set.

4: According to the method described in Section 3.3, and based on the users and ser
vices selected in previous steps 1, 2, and 3, extract the feature vectors from R.

5: Based on the feature vectors, train an SVR model.
6: Using the trained SVR, predict the unknown QoS values.

4 Experimental results and discussion

In order to test the performance of SVR4QP, the following experiments were conducted.
The experiment environment and dataset are described first. Secondly, the evaluation
metrics are set. Then the influences of parameters in the model are studied. Finally,
comparison experiments were conducted with some classic algorithms.

4.1 Experiment environment and dataset

The experiments were conducted by Python 3.7. And, the experimental platform runs
Windows 10 with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i77700 3.60GHz CPU with 16GB RAM. The
experimental data in this paper use the realworld QoS Data WSDREAM 1 dataset 2
released by [Zheng et al. 2010, Zhang et al. 2011]. This dataset collects QoS records
of 5825 services from 339 users, including response time and throughput. Besides, the
dataset also contains user location information (including the country, the longitude,
and the latitude, etc.) and service location information (including the IP of the server,
the country, the longitudes, and the latitudes, etc.). The response time data in the dataset
is used as the historical QoS data, which is a matrix with a dimension of 339 × 5825.
The purpose of SVR4QP is to predict the unknown values in the historical QoS record.
Therefore, this paper randomly deletes some data from the response time matrix to sim
ulate the sparsity of actual QoS data.

This paper makes statistics on the information of WSDREAMS database 2, and
Table 1 shows the statistics including the number of users, the number of services, the
number of countries where the users are located, the number of services where the ser
vices are deployed, and the average response time.
1 http://wsdream.com/dataset.html.
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Statistical information value
number of users 339
number of services 5825
number of servers 1021
number of user countries 31
average of response time 1.43s

Table 1: Statistical information of database.

Table 2 lists the top5 countries with the largest number of users. It can be seen from
Table 2 that nearly half of the 339 users are located in the United States. Among the
31 countries, the total proportion of users in the top five countries exceeds 70%, which
shows that the distribution of users is uneven. Table 3 lists the top 5 servers with the

Rank Country Number of users Percentage
1 USA 161 47.49%
2 Germany 41 12.09%
3 Japan 16 4.72%
4 Canada 12 3.54%
5 Poland 12 3.54%

Table 2: Statistics of the top5 countries with the most users.

most services. It can be seen from table 3 that the 5825 services are deployed on 1021
servers; The number of services deployed on the top2 servers accounts for about 20%;
The total number of services on the top5 servers accounts for about 61%. Compared
with the distribution of users, the distribution of services is relatively balanced.

Rank IP Number of servers Percentage
1 96.49.108.226 234 22.92%
2 130.88.98.239 204 19.98%
3 173.201.44.188 71 6.95%
4 70.62.105.158 60 5.78%
5 216.248.159.211 59 5.77%

Table 3: Statistics of the top5 servers with the most services.
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4.2 Evaluation metrics

In order to measure the difference between the predicted values and the real values, this
paper uses mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), and normalized
mean absolute error (NMAE) are respectively calculated as follows.

MAE =

∑
u,i |rt(u, i)− r̂t(u, i)|

N
(10)

RMSE =

√
1

N

∑
i

(rt(u, i)− r̂t(u, i))2 (11)

NMAE =
N ·MAE∑
u,i rt(u, i)

(12)

Where N is the total number of predicted QoS values, rt(u, i) represents the actual
QoS values of user u invoking service i, and r̂t(u, i) represents the predicted QoS value
of user u invoking service i. The smaller MAE, RMSE, and NMAE mean the smaller
differences between the predictive and actual values, that is, the higher the prediction
accuracy.

4.3 Parameters Tuning

In order to achieve the optimal performance of the model, the parameters of SVR4QP,
including the number of similar users, the number of nearby users, and the number of
nearby services, are selected by experiments.

4.3.1 Influence of the number of similar users

The different numbers of similar users lead to unequal numbers of features extracted
from the userservice QoS matrix, resulting in various training models, which will prob
ably lead to different prediction accuracies. When the number of similar users is too
small, maybe some QoS values positively correlating with the QoS values to be pre
dicted will probably result in lower accuracy of QoS prediction. When the number of
similar user services is too large, some users’ QoS values that have nothing to do with
or even a negative correlation with the QoS values of the active user will be put into the
feature vector. Then, the prediction accuracy will likewise probably be reduced as well.

Commonly, there are two ways to select a similar user set for an active user. One is
to determine a threshold first, and if the similarity between a user and the active user is
greater than the given threshold, the user is added to the similar user set of the active user.
Another is to sort the similarities between every user and the active user and then select
the top n most similar users. The similar user numbers of different users vary greatly, so
if the former is adopted, there will be a situation where some users have a large number
of similar users, but some users cannot find any similar users. Therefore, the latter is
adopted in this paper.

In order to obtain the highest accuracy prediction, Fig. 4 shows the experiments
carried out to determine the number of similar users when the density of the response
time matrix is 10% and 20%, respectively.
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(a) density = 10%. (b) density = 20%.

Figure 4: Determine the number of similar users.

As can be seen from Figs. 4 (a) and (b), MAE and RMSE are greatly affected by the
number of similar users, but NMAE changes little with the number of users. However,
whether the matrix density is 10% or 20%, the three indicators show a downward trend
when the number of similar services is less than 6 and an upward trend when it is greater
than 6. Therefore, the minimum deviations are obtained when the number of similar
users is 6, which illustrates the prediction accuracy is the highest when the number of
similar users is 6. Hence, the number of similar users in the subsequent experiments is
set to 6.

4.3.2 Influence of the number of nearby users

Likewise, different numbers of nearby users will result in various training models, ul
timately bringing different accuracies of QoS prediction. Fig. 5 shows the experiments
carried out to determine the number of nearby users when the density of the response
time matrix is 10% and 20%, respectively.

(a) density = 10%. (b) density = 20%.

Figure 5: Determine the number of nearby users.
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Fig. 5 shows the effect of the number of nearby users on the accuracy when the ma
trix density is 10% and 20%. As can be seen from Fig. 5, MAE and RMSE are greatly
affected by the number of nearby users, and the overall change of NMAE is small. How
ever, no matter whether the matrix density is 10% or 20%, these three indicators gen
erally show a downward trend when the number of nearby users is less than 6 and an
upward trend when the number of nearby users is greater than 6. Therefore, when the
number of nearby users is 6, the prediction deviations are the smallest and the accuracy
is the highest. Hence, the number of nearby users in the subsequent experiments is set
to 6.

4.3.3 Influence of the number of nearby services

Comparedwith the nearby services, similar services have little impact on the accuracy of
QoS prediction, so this paper considers only the impact of the number of nearby services
on the experimental results. Fig. 6 shows the influence of the number of nearby services
on the prediction accuracy when the matrix density is 10% and 20%, respectively.

(a) density = 10%. (b) density = 20%.

Figure 6: Determine the number of nearby services.

In Fig. 6, we can see that when the number of nearby services gradually increases
from 2 to 10, NMAE changes little. As the matrix density is 10%,MAE and RMSE show
a downward trend when the number of nearby services is less than 4 and an upward
trend when it is greater than 4. That is, the minimum deviations are obtained when the
number of nearby services is 4. As the matrix density is 20%, MAE and RMSE show
a downward trend when the number of nearby services is less than 6 and an upward
trend when the number is greater than 6. It illustrates that the minimum deviations are
obtained when the number of nearby services is 6. Therefore, in subsequent experiments,
when the matrix density is 10%, the number of nearby services is set to 4, and when the
matrix density is 20%, the number of nearby services is set to 6.
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Methods Density=10% Density=20%
MAE RMSE NMAE MAE RMSE NMAE

UMEAN 0.5958 1.3998 1.0915 0.5966 1.2775 1.1403
IMEAN 0.6860 1.7173 1.2482 0.7032 1.6945 1.2744
UPCC 0.5410 1.2802 1.0750 0.4994 1.4077 0.8735
IPCC 0.6184 1.5018 1.1626 0.6055 1.4634 1.2712
UIPCC 0.5104 1.2479 0.8702 0.4992 1.2160 0.9170
NMF 0.6183 1.8957 1.0012 0.5614 1.2609 0.7812
NN 0.5655 1.4232 1.0324 0.5813 1.3433 1.1465
FM 0.5743 1.3486  0.5114 1.2503 
SVR4QP 0.4727 1.3339 0.7968 0.4634 1.2838 0.8393

Table 4: Comparison of MAE/RMSE/NMAE of different methods.

4.4 Comparison experiments

4.4.1 Comparison with classical algorithms

In order to verify the effectiveness of SVR4QP, the prediction accuracies are compared
between SVR4QP and the following classical algorithms.

UMean, the mean of users, this algorithm takes the average of QoS values of all
services invoked by the active user as the prediction QoS.

IMean, mean of items, this algorithm takes the average of all historical QoS values
of the active service as the prediction QoS.

UPCC, is a userbased collaborative filtering algorithm, which uses the PCC to find
similar users first, then based on the QoS values of the active services invoked by similar
users, calculates the prediction of the unknown QoS values [Jia et al. 2015].

IPCC, is an itembased collaborative filtering algorithm, that uses the PCC to find
similar services at first, and then based on the QoS values of similar services invoked
by the active user, calculates the prediction of the unknown QoS values [Zhang et al.
2009].

UIPCC, which is a user and itembased collaborative filtering algorithm, in essence,
which through a balance factor combines the results of IPCC and IPCC as the prediction
value [Kant and Mahara 2018].

NMF, a nonnegative matrix factorization algorithm, is an algorithm improved from
matrix factorization, which requires the factors to be nonnegative [Zheng et al. 2013,
Arora et al. 2016].

NN, is a neural networkbased regression model for QoS prediction.
FM, is a factorizationmachinebasedmodel proposed in the literature [Rendle 2012],

which aims at dealing with the data sparsity problem in prediction.
Except for FM, we programmed the above algorithms using the optimal parameters

set in the original paper. The results of FM are derived from the literature [Tang et al.
2019], where there are only 2 evaluation metrics, MSE and RMSE. Table 4 shows the
experimental results of SVR4QP and the abovementioned classic algorithms on the
WSDream database 2.

It can be seen from table 4 that, as a whole, the prediction results of the model
based method (NMF, NN, FM, SVR4QP) are better than the memorybased algorithms
(UPCC, IPCC, UIPCC) and far better than meanbased algorithms (UMean and IMean).

As can be seen from table 4, when the matrix density is 10%, compared with other
methods, SVR4QP achieves theminimumMAEandNMAE.And, theMAEof SVR4QP
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is less than the secondary minimum MAE by 0.038, and the NMAE is less than the sec
ondary minimum NMAE by 0.0734; UIPCC achieves the minimum RMSE, which is
0.086 lower than that of SVR4QP. When the matrix density is 20%, SVR4QP obtains
the minimumMAE, which is 0.0358 lower than the secondary minimumMAE; UIPCC
obtains the minimum RMSE, which is 0.0678 lower than SVR4QP; NMF obtains min
imum NMAE, which is 0.058 lower than SVR4QP which obtains the secondary mini
mum NMAE. To sum up, in 1/3 of the cases, SVR4QP is moderate; in 1/6 of the cases,
SVR4QP is suboptimal; and in half of the cases, SVR4QP is optimal. Therefore, in most
cases, SVR4SR has the best prediction, which shows the effectiveness of locationaware
SVR regression.

4.4.2 Comparison with mobile QoS prediction methods
To further evaluate the prediction accuracy of SVR4QP, experiments are conducted to
compare SVR4QP with some mobile QoS prediction methods.

DEDP is a distributed edge differential privacy (DEDP) QoS prediction algorithm,
which considering the difference of edge servers improved the userbased CF algorithm
[Zhang et al. 2021]. The similarity rate is set to α = 0.7.

RFMF is a reputationaware and federated learningbased method to provide credi
ble and privacypreserving QoS prediction for mobile edge environments [Zhang et al.
2020].

EQoSP is a QoS prediction method for mobile edge environments, through cluster
analysis, which naturally determines the numbers of similar users and similar services
[Ren andWang 2020]. The number of user clusters is k1 = 15, and the number of service
clusters is k2 = 7.

In this section, we compare theMAE and RMSE of QoS predictions when the matrix
densities are 10% and 20%, and Fig. 7 shows the comparison results. From Fig. 7 we can
see, as awhole, comparedwith these novelmethods, the prediction accuracy of SVR4QP
is qualified. Fig. 7(a) shows the MAE and RMSE of the different methods when the
density of the QoS matrix is 10%. From Fig. 7(a), we can see when the QoS matrix
is 10%, the MAEs of REMF, EQosP, and SVR4QP are about the same and better than
DEDP, and SVR4QP is the best by a slight margin. With respect to the RMSE, SVR4QP
is the suboptimal. Fig. 7(b) shows the MAE and RMSE of the different methods when
the density of the QoS matrix is 20%. From Fig. 7(b), we can see the MAE of SVR4QP
is a bit worse than the optimal, and the RMSE is slightly worse than the suboptimal.
To sum up, in 1/4 of the cases, SVR4QP is moderate; in half of the cases, SVR4QP is
suboptimal; and in 1/4 of the cases, SVR4QP is the best. Therefore, we think SVR4QP
has comparatively better prediction accuracy in mobile environments.

5 Related work

So far, manymethods have been proposed for personalized QoS prediction. The existing
QoS prediction approaches are mainly based on the CF, which can be roughly divided
into memorybased approaches and modelbased approaches.

5.1 Memorybased approach
Memorybasedmethods assume that the QoS value of the active user invoking the active
service is similar to the QoS values of the user’s similar group invoking the active ser
vice, and is similar to the QoS values of the similar services invoked by the active users.
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Figure 7: Prediction accuracy comparison with novel methods.

In such methods, researchers mainly modify the measurement method of similarity to
select more similar users or services, so as to improve the accuracy of QoS prediction.
Such as Wang et al. in [Wang et al. 2017] minmax normalizes the history QoS value
at first and then uses PCC (Pearson correlation coefficient) to calculate the similarity of
users. When computing PCC similarity, Liu and Chen in [Liu and Chen 2019] employ
the entropy information of similar users or services to improve prediction accuracy.

Generally, the memorybased approach is theoretically easy to understand and im
plement, but, in practice, it is easy to encounter the difficulty of coldstart.

5.2 Modelbased approach

Modelbased methods learn the potential patterns hidden in historical QoS data and then
construct a model to predict the unknown QoS data. For example, the commonly used
matrix factorization methods [Li et al. 2019, Hernando et al. 2016] factorize the user
service QoSmatrix into a product of two lowrankmatrices, so some potential factors are
learned to assist the prediction of unknown QoS values. Tang et al. in [Tang et al. 2019]
combined the location information of users and services with the classic factorization
machine to predict the unknown QoS of mobile services.

On the whole, compared to memorybased approaches, Modelbased approaches
can achieve higher accuracy. However, the matrix factorizationbased methods need to
change the sparse matrix into a dense matrix, especially in practice, the numbers of users
and services are large, so the calculation generally takes a long time.

5.3 Mobile QoS prediction

In order to further improve the quality of QoS prediction, there have been many stud
ies focusing on different aspects of mobile environments. For example, Zhang et al. in
[Zhang et al. 2020] considering the privacy issues of QoS data and the existence of
untrusted users, utilize federated learning techniques and developing reputation mecha
nisms to provide credible and privacypreserving QoS prediction for mobile edge envi
ronments. Mohajer et al. in [Mohajer et al. 2022] pay more attention to green network
ing. In order to maximize the total power utility to meet QoS constraints, they propose
a dynamic optimization model to minimize the overall energy consumption of the net
work and a multihop backhauling strategy to effectively use the existing infrastructure
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of smallcell networks for simultaneous dualhop transmissions. Dong et al. in [Dong
et al. 2023] find out that static backhaul infrastructures cannot control severe fluctuat
ing network traffic, and based on the graph theory they propose an adaptive backhaul
topology with the ability to adapt to different traffic patterns. Thus, they provide the
possibility of effective channel allocation to each backhaul link to meet capacity and
QoS demands. Mohajer et al. in [Mohajer et al. 2023] considering energy efficiency
and fairness assurance propose a dynamic optimization model that maximizes the total
uplink/downlink energy efficiency along with satisfying the necessary QoS constraints.
Ren and Wang in [Ren and Wang 2020] find out that in the mobile edge computing
environment, the mobility of users leads to the switch of access from one edge server
to another. Hence, in [Ren and Wang 2020] the QoS of the user using a service in the
new location is predicted according to the data provided by similar users and similar
edge servers of the new edge server. Zhang and Jin in [Zhang et al. 2021] considering
the user has strong mobility and realtime attribute of QoS values in mobile edge envi
ronment, propose a privacy protection oriented and Laplace noisebased QoS prediction
approach.

Overall, such mobile QoS prediction methods focus not only on QoS but also on
other aspects of mobile networks, such as privacy protection [Zhang et al. 2021, Zhang
et al. 2020] and energy efficiency [Mohajer et al. 2022, Dong et al. 2023, Mohajer et al.
2023]. Some aim to accurately QoS values prediction [Zhang et al. 2021, Zhang et al.
2020, Ren andWang 2020], while others aim to meet the user QoS constraints [Mohajer
et al. 2022, Dong et al. 2023, Mohajer et al. 2023]. And generally speaking, they have
improved the accuracy of predictions to some extent.

Different from the aforementioned approaches, this paper takes account of the influ
ence of the users’ and services’ locations on the mobile QoS. In so doing, on the one
hand, the location information can be used to improve the accuracy of mobile QoS pre
diction, on the other hand, it can be beneficial to the QoS prediction of cold start users
and services.

6 Conclusion

Accurate QoS prediction is a prerequisite for service selection and service recommen
dation. And, in the mobile environment, QoS values are sensitive to the locations of
users and services. Therefore, this paper extracts the feature vectors and combines sim
ilar information with the location information first, then transforms the QoS prediction
problem into a regression problem of machine learning, and finally proposes a QoS pre
diction method based on support vector regression, i.e., SVR4QP. Experimental results
show that, Compared with the classical algorithms, half of the cases SVR4QP is opti
mal, and compared with some novel mobile QoS prediction methods, 1/4 of the cases
SVR4QP is optimal and half of the cases SVR4QP if suboptimal. The experimental
results demonstrate that SVR4QP has comparatively more accurate mobile QoS predic
tion.

In practice, users of mobile services may be constantly moving and may also move
at very high speeds, such as when using mobile services in a car, where the location
awareness of SVR4QP may not keep up. Therefore, in the future, we will consider the
impact of the mobility of users in QoS prediction.
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